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Sharing The Home: Slavery, Space, And Family In Early New York's Dutch Communities

Monday, June 12, 2017
10:30 – 12:00
Innrain 52, Geiwi Turm, 6th floor, Room 40601

This lecture examines how increased reliance on slavery in New York's predominantly Dutch American communities affected the home and family life of enslavers and the people they kept in bondage.

Andrea Mosterman is an assistant professor in Atlantic History at the University of New Orleans. In her work, she explores the multi-faceted dimensions of slavery, slave trade, and cross-cultural contact in the Dutch Atlantic and Early America. She has published her work in, among others, The Journal of African History and Early American Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal, and she has curated a digital exhibit on slavery in New Netherland for the New Netherland Institute. Currently, she is completing her manuscript Sharing Spaces: African and Dutch Interactions in Early New York, under contract with Cornell University Press.